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Industry mix in Q4 largely tracked the regular mix, with a slight 
increase in healthcare transactions and fewer professional services 
and industrials transactions than normally seen. We found that in 
IT products and services and in some other sectors, there was a 
group of acquisitive companies making multiple acquisitions. A total 
of 35 companies made multiple acquisitions in the quarter, showing 
that there remains a large group of motivated buyers aggressively 
acquiring in their respective spaces.

One of the major questions in the early stages of COVID-19 was 
whether a company looking to go to market would receive less 
interest from international buyers. Notably, the data shows that the 
amount of cross-border transactions compared to those with both 
parties residing in Canada is consistent with the past two years. 
This is consistent with our discussion in Q3 that companies are 
finding creative ways to get transactions done during this time. In 
fact, our transaction snapshot on Page 2 of this report provides a 
great example of this. 

It is evident that deal volume is trending in the right direction, and 
we continue to see a lot of activity in the market. In the coming 
quarters, we will see how much of this growth in Q4 2020 was 
a release of built-up backlog and how much can be attributed to 
normal deal activity.

IN OUR Q4 2020 QUARTERLY UPDATE, WE SEE
A REBOUND IN DEAL ACTIVITY THAT COULD
BE THE FIRST MEANINGFUL STEP BACK TO
NORMALCY IN THE M&A MARKETS. This quarter
sees a rebound from the dropoff in deal activity
that happened in Q2 and Q3 2020 that was directly
attributed to COVID-19 and the uncertainty it caused.

Deal volume involving Ontario-based companies in Q4 2020 was
up 35% over the previous quarter, and deal volumes were similar
to Q4 2019, suggesting a movement back to pre-COVID-19 levels.
While total transaction deal value is still below the pre-COVID
period, it appears that this is mostly due to fewer deals over
$500 million and more deals with undisclosed value.

This represented a fairly normal mix of transactions from both
strategic buyers and financial sponsors. We have seen this increase
partly arise from a continued confidence in completing remote and
cross-border transactions that have minimal to
no in-person interaction between counterparties.
At the beginning of COVID-19, there was a huge
amount of uncertainty on how the capital markets
would be impacted. While there's still uncertainty,
there have been three quarters now to better
understand the impact of COVID-19. We will be
looking to Q1 2021 to see whether this uptick in
deal activity persists. Due to delays in transactions in Q2 and Q3
2020, there was a large backlog of transactions in market and due
diligence going into Q4 2020 that resumed activity in that quarter.
It is yet to be seen if some of the deal volume growth in Q4 2020 is
a response to the execution of transactions in that backlog, which
may bring the backlog of active transactions more in line with
historically normal levels.

While there's still uncertainty, there have been
three quarters now to better understand the impact
of COVID-19.“

35% 
Increase in deal volume involving 
Ontario-based companies in Q4 2020 
over the previous quarter
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EY transaction
snapshot
EY* is pleased to announce SOROC
TECHNOLOGY INC. received an      
investment from CenterGate Capital,
on which EY acted as the exclusive
financial advisor to Soroc.

About the Company

Established in 1981 and headquartered in Woodbridge, Ontario, Soroc serves a
blue-chip customer base in the financial services, technology, and retail industries
across North America. Customers rely on Soroc’s proven track record of quality
IT services, including onsite and help desk support, procurement and deployment,
professional services, recruiting, and business continuity and disaster recovery  
services. CenterGate is a private equity investment firm based in Austin, Texas that
focuses on investing in private middle market companies.

The Win-Win

EY leveraged its vast experience of working with entrepreneurial, mid-market 
businesses to help drive a superior transaction outcome and provide Soroc with 
a partner to help drive future success and growth. EY led all portions of the 
process, including the negotiation of key terms and structure of the transaction.

This partnership marks an important step in Soroc’s growth by providing the 
capital and strategic resources to grow its service offerings while maintaining its 
focus on unparalleled customer service.

We selected EY as our financial advisor due to their experience of working with Canadian private 
middle market companies and their dedicated Technology M&A team. Their hands-on approach 
and strategic advice were critical while navigating the complexities of closing a transaction with 
a US investor during the COVID pandemic. The M&A team at EY were great partners throughout 
the entire process and were instrumental in achieving a successful transaction outcome for Soroc 
and its shareholders.
Rudy Cheddie 
Founder & CEO, Soroc Technology Inc.

* Ernst and Young Orenda Corporate Finance Inc.
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EY’s sector focused
quarterly  
recaps

Trucking & Logistics Update
Q3-2020 Special Edition
November 2020

Ernst & Young Orenda’s Transportation Index

1-Yr Return

10-Yr TEV / Forward EBITDA Multiple

5-Yr Return The Ernst & Young Orenda Corporate Finance 
North American transport index tracks the 
performance of the most widely traded north 
American transport companies relative to the 
benchmark S&P 500 Composite Index.

Our North American transport index consists 
of the following publicly traded transport 
companies.:

Canada

TFI International Inc
Titanium Transportation Group Inc
Mullen Group Ltd.

United States

C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc.
CAI International Inc.
Echo Global Logistics Inc.
FedEx Corporation
Forward Air Corporation
Hub Group Inc.
Heartland Express Inc.
J.B. hunt Transport Services Inc.
Knight-Swift Transportation Holdings Inc.
Landstar Systems Inc.
Marten Transport Ltd.
Radiant Logistics Inc.
Ryder System Inc.
United Parcel Service Inc.
Universal Logistics Holding Inc.
USA Truck Inc.
Werner Enterprises Inc.
XPO Logistics Inc.
YRC Worldwide Inc.

Note: The indices in this newsletter have been compiled by Ernst & Young Orenda Corporate Finance Inc. solely for illustrative purposes. The companies chosen are publicly traded companies that are commonly used for industry composites to show stock performances within a 
sector. The indices do not include all public companies that could be categorized within each sector and were not created as benchmarks, nor should they imply benchmarking or recommendations for a particular stock or sector.   
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1 year and 5 year returns in Canada and the US remain closely correlated while the TEV/Forward EBITDA multiples in the US have been increasing at a quicker pace than their Canadian
counterparts. The strong US performance is driven by the C.H. Robinson, Forward Air Corporation and XPO Logistics.

Selected Trucking & Logistics Transaction Credentials

About us:

EY* is one of Canada’s largest mid-market corporate finance 
advisors. With a seasoned Transportation industry focused team, 
we can help navigate your business issues, capitalize on your 
transaction opportunities and achieve your strategic objectives. 

Our corporate finance expertise include the following: 

M&A advisory
▪ Sell-side advisory
▪ Buy-side advisory
▪ Division/subsidiary spin-offs and divestitures
▪ Management and leveraged buyouts

Capital markets advisory
▪ Debt and equity financing
▪ Debt and equity recapitalizations
▪ Raising growth capital
▪ Capital structures assessment
▪ Preparation and assessment of financial forecast models

Strategic advisory
We have deep experience advising entrepreneurs on their Capital 
Agenda — how to raise, invest, optimize and preserve their capital. 
We can help facilitate the needed strategic conversations and 
action plans necessary to meet your evolving business priorities.

* Ernst & Young Orenda Corporate Finance Inc. is registered as an exempt market dealer
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Interested in receiving these recaps each quarter?  
Reach out to us at ronen.kroparo@ca.ey.com.

Each quarter we will feature select 
sector-focused recaps and thought 
leadership that our team produces. 
This quarter, we are highlighting 
our TRUCKING AND LOGISTICS 
QUARTERLY RECAP.

mailto:ronen.kroparo%40ca.ey.com?subject=
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Illustrative Ontario
transactions
Oct 1, 2020: CCL Industries Inc. acquired
Denmark-based Graphic West International ApS,
a manufacturer and supplier of folding carton packaging,
and rigid set-up boxes for the pharmaceutical and medical
device industries, for C$36m. The transaction value implies
a TEV/Revenue multiple of 0.6x. The acquisition will help
CCL grow its product line and expand its footprint to meet
the demand in CCL’s Healthcare & Specialty Business.

Oct 1, 2020: GFL Environmental Inc. acquired
Texas-based WCA Waste Corporation, a provider of
non-hazardous solid waste collection, transfer, processing
and disposal services, for US$1,212m. The transaction
value implies a TEV/revenue multiple of 3x. The acquisition
will help GFL expand its US footprint and will also provide
a base for making further strategic acquisitions.

Oct 1, 2020: 360insights.com acquired
West-Midlands-based Corporate Rewards Ltd., a provider
of sales incentive and employee recognition solutions.
The acquisition will help 360insights increase its sales and
return on investment by expanding its global workforce,
reach and customer base. Terms of the transaction were
not disclosed.

Oct 5, 2020: Autodesk Inc. acquired
Ontario-based CAMplete Solutions Inc.,
a provider of software solutions for computer numerical
control and milling machines. The acquisition will help
Autodesk expand its product offerings post migration
of CAMplete’s product suite into Autodesk’s advanced
manufacturing product family. Terms of the transaction
were not disclosed.

The following is a snapshot of transactions that occurred in Ontario during the quarter, with a focus on mid-market, private company transactions. 
Companies headquartered in Ontario are noted in yellow.

Oct 14, 2020: Simply Green Home Services Inc.
acquired British Columbia-based Snap Financial                
Corporation, a consumer finance company engaged
in providing loans, for C$511m. The acquisition will
allow Simply to drive innovation and enable expansion
of its customer base by providing additional products
and services.

Oct 19, 2020: Blue Ant Media Solutions Inc. acquired 
Ontario-based MobileSyrup.com, a content production,  
distribution and TV channel operating company. The        
acquisition will help Blue Ant to expand its digital footprint 
in tech space. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Oct 20, 2020: Surewerx Inc. acquired
Ontario-based Geroline Inc., a manufacturer
of winter traction aids. The acquisition will strengthen
Surewerx’s current position in safety and productivity, and
the K1 Series brand of Geroline that offers winter traction
aids will be complementary to its Due North portfolio,
a specialist in full-coverage ice cleats. Terms of the
transaction were not disclosed.

Oct 26, 2020: Simply Green Home Services Inc. acquired 
Ontario-based Dealnet Capital Corp., a provider
of finance process outsourcing solutions through its
portfolio, for C$243m. The acquisition will contribute to
Simply’s investment strategy for growth and will benefit its
customers due to combination of wide offerings.

Oct 30, 2020: Clearspring Capital Partners acquired  
Quebec-based Regal Confections Inc., which is engaged in 
manufacturing, packaging and distributing chocolate and 
non-chocolate confectionery products. The acquisition will 
help Regal pursue its growth strategy with the capital and 
support of Clearspring. Terms of the transaction were not 
disclosed.

Nov 1, 2020: WELL Health Technologies Corp. acquired 
Ontario-based DoctorCare Inc., a provider of billing and   
optimization software for doctors, for C$11m. DoctorCare 
will serve as a new business unit of WELL, focused on the 
North American medical billing and back-office                 
marketplace.

Nov 6, 2020: The Descartes Systems Group Inc. acquired 
Ontario-based ShipTrack Inc., a provider of cloud-based 
mobile resource management and shipment tracking     
solutions, for C$50m. The acquisition will help Descartes 
make timely deliveries to clientele and fulfil its distribution 
obligations.

Nov 9, 2020: Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp. acquired 
Bermuda-based Ascendant Group Limited,a provider of 
electrical generation, transmission and distribution         
services, for US$433m. The acquisition will allow APUC to 
continue its growth program through further international 
expansion of its regulated utility business.

Nov 11, 2020: WELL Health Technologies Corp. acquired 
Ontario-based Insig Corporation, a provider of               
SaaS-enabled virtual platforms for healthcare professionals 
and patients, for C$31m. The acquisition will enable WELL 
to enhance its virtual platform expertise and product         
offering and utilize Insig’s resources and operational        
capabilities.

Nov 18, 2020: CloudMD Software & Services Inc. acquired
Ontario-based iMD Health Global Corp., an e-health      
software development company that provides digital
patient engagement platforms, for C$10m. The acquisition
will provide iMD with increased resources and capital for
further acquisitions of complementary solutions. The
acquisition will also enable iMD to provide healthcare
professionals direct access to additional educational
resources for delivery to their patients from one platform.

Nov 24, 2020: Tulip Retail Inc. acquired
California-based Timekit Inc., a provider of an API-first
appointment scheduling system. The acquisition will enable
Tulip to drive digital transformation, enhance connected
customer experience and drive revenue growth. Terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.

Nov 25, 2020: Ace Hill Beer Company Inc. acquired
Ontario-based Iconic Brewing Company Inc., a provider
of ready-to-drink alcoholic beverages. Terms of the
transaction were not disclosed.

*EY acted as financial advisor
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Nov 26, 2020: Green Shield Benefits Association         
acquired Ontario-based Benecaid Health Benefit Solutions 
Inc., a provider of employee benefits solutions for Canadian 
small and medium-sized businesses. The acquisition will    
allow Green Shield and Benecaid to leverage synergies 
across platforms, distribution channels and human re-
sources to collaboratively provide customers advanced 
solutions. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Nov 30, 2020: Cemtrex Inc. acquired
Ontario-based MasterpieceVR, a developer of professional
desktop application that offers a suite of 3D content
creation products for virtual reality. The acquisition will
allow Cemtrex to further expand its virtual reality portfolio.
Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Dec 21, 2020: CenterGate Capital made an investment
in Ontario-based Soroc Technology Inc., a company that 
specializes in IT infrastructure services for large                
enterprises. This partnership marks an important step in 
Soroc’s growth by providing capital and strategic                
resources.*

Dec 22, 2020: Converge Technology Solutions Corp.     
acquired Saskatchewan-based Vivvo Application Studios 
Ltd., a company that designs and develops
identity-management-as-a-service platform software,
for C$7m. The transaction value implies a TEV/revenue
multiple of 3.8x. The integration is expected to better
position Converge in the next generation digital identity
product market.

Dec 30, 2020: PointClickCare Corp. acquired Utah-based 
Collective Medical Technologies, a network-enabled       
real-time cross-continuum care coordination platform for 
the healthcare industry, for US$650m. The acquisition will 
help PointClick position itself as a high-growth, cloud-
based healthcare software provider to the healthcare       
industry.

Dec 30, 2020: Enghouse Systems Limited acquired      
Lisbon-based Altitude Software Inc., a provider of
omnichannel contact centre solutions for small and large
organizations. The acquisition will help Enghouse expand
its presence in Latin American countries. Terms of the
transaction were not disclosed.

Dec 30, 2020: Dye & Durham Limited acquired Ontario-
based Courthouse Solutions Inc., a provider of workflow 
management software. The acquisition will help Dye & 
Durham accelerate the adoption of cloud-based software 
dockets within Canadian courts. Terms of the transaction 
were not disclosed.

*EY acted as financial advisor
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Historical M&A
activity
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*A registered exempt market Dealing Representative
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EY exists to build a better working world, helping to create  
long-term value for clients, people and society and build trust  
in the capital markets. 

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over  
150 countries provide trust through assurance and help  
clients grow, transform and operate. 

Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax  
and transactions, EY teams ask better questions to find  
new answers for the complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the 
member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate 
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, 
does not provide services to clients. Information about how EY collects and 
uses personal data and a description of the rights individuals have under data 
protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not 
practice law where prohibited by local laws. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com.

Ernst & Young Orenda Corporate Finance Inc. is registered as an exempt market 
dealer in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland  
and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatchewan.

Ernst & Young Corporate Finance (Canada) Inc., an affiliate of Ernst & Young 
Orenda Corporate Finance Inc., is an US registered broker-dealer. Any  
inquiries regarding transactional services by US persons should be  
directed to Ernst & Young Corporate Finance (Canada) Inc. through  
Andrew Schaefer, Chris Hutchinson, Kevin Casey, Jason Marley, Sid Nair,  
Zamira Aliko or Devon MacMurray.

© 2021 Ernst & Young LLP. All Rights Reserved. 
A member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited.
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This publication contains information in summary form, current as of the date of publication,  
and is intended for general guidance only. It should not be regarded as comprehensive or a  
substitute for professional advice. Before taking any particular course of action, contact  
Ernst & Young or another professional advisor to discuss these matters in the context of your  
particular circumstances. We accept no responsibility for any loss or damage occasioned by  
your reliance on information contained in this publication. 
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